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computer vision 75
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disability 7, 41, 139, 191, 215, 223, 243
disability products 53
dynamic pointing assistive program 215
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e-inclusion 183
emancipatory research 87
entrepreneurship 53
Europe 7, 131
European policies 183
framework 1
geo-positioning technologies 7
global positioning system 7
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hearing impaired 65
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higher education 163
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ICT 41
inclusion 41
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independent living 7
information 205
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internet 7
legislation 139
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mild cognitive impairment 243
mobile phones 65
mouse driver 215
mouse wheel 215
MPT (Matching Person and Technology) 191
multi-modality 233
natural language processing 65
occupational therapy 243
older adults 243
older people 7
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phenomenography 205
policy 139
practitioner 1
procurement 149
product design 163
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regulation 191
research and development 183
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